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SUMMARY

Crypto Birds Platform is a collaborative platform
for the rating of ICOs and Blockchain projects and
the participation in games and/or competitions
for market price forecasting.
It is being built organically thanks to our previous
experience in collaborative analyses.
In our constant quest for transparency

Crypto Birds Warning
The investments described in this document may be considered of very high risk,
which could lead to the total loss of capital invested. The funds raised will be used
for a novel activity that does not relate to any corroborated business plan.
The “Tokens” that may be acquired will not be kept in custody by agencies authorised
to provide investment services and the ledger technology that will be used in
principle (Blockchain) is also new and may entail significant risks.
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WARNING
This document, as an information leaflet, has not been subjected to review by the CNMV or by any other
administrative authority.

1. The current Whitepaper was drafted for the issuance of 200,000,000 Tokens amounting to a total of

4,999,000 Euros, corresponding to CB Pre-ICO and CB ICO (Initial Coin Offering) jointly (Presale and sale).

2. Warning for investors:
a. The investment described herein entails the acceptance of a higher risk than investing in stock issuances or in financial
instruments of companies who quote in Stock Exchanges or in other regulated markets.
b. Currently, there is no specific regulation on (i) initial cryptocurrency issuances or ICO processes, (ii) the legal nature of the rights
derived from the subscription, ownership or holding of cryptocurrencies or Tokens.
c. Custody of cryptocurrency or Tokens to be issued is not carried out by an organisation entitled to provide investment services.
d. Distributed ledger technology, or Blockchain, a new technology that is not exempt from risks as described below, supports iCOs,
as well as the custody of cryptocurrencies or Tokens.
e. The Tokens (as described below) are classified as security Tokens, that is, “negotiable securities” by virtue of Royal Decree
4/2015, dated 23 of October, which approves the consolidated text of the Securities Market Act (hereinafter “Securities Market
Act”). Notwithstanding the foregoing, we warn investors that Token holders will not have any rights normally associated to the
holding of shares that represent share capital of trading companies (such as, but not limited to, right of vote or dividends), with
respect to the CB ICO described herein. That is, Crypto Birds Platform S.L. Token holders will have the right to use them for the
Crypto Birds Platform (as defined below).
f. Token market price in the exchanges where it is listed is unpredictable, and it may be the case that it may have null value. CB ICO
investors understand and accept that, due to the unpredictability and uncertainty of the market price, Tokens’ value could fluctuate
and change, and investors take the risk of potential Token value losses.
g. CB ICO investors understand and accept that the purchasing of Tokens is done subject to what is defined in this Whitepaper.
h. Investing in ICO processes (Initial Coin Offerings) entails an additional risk to investing in financial assets as it does not have the
category of debt (creditor) or equity (shareholder), with the possibility that the business may be successful without it increasing the
value of the Token.
i. CB ICO may also face a risk in terms of internal risks that could affect the Spanish economy due to political division and
uncertainties derived from the Spanish political situation, which could have an impact on decisions on reforms or tax changes or
that could affect Spanish economic growth.
j. Investing via CB ICO aims to fund a collaborative platform that is still on a beta phase and may be affected by changes.

3. Moreover, we warn investors that in order to fully understand the information contained in this

Whitepaper, as well as to make any investment decision regarding the issuance described herein, it is
necessary to fully and carefully read this Whitepaper.

4. This Whitepaper was not subject to verification or registration in the official registries of the Spanish
National Securities Commission (“CNMV”). CB ICO described herein is exempt from the obligation to
publish an information leaflet by virtue of paragraph e) of the Securities Market Act.
5. CB ICO described herein was not rated by any credit rating agency.
6. We warn investors that the features of the future Crypto Birds Platform described herein are subject
to changes if there are technical limitations or legal, regulatory and strategy changes of the product
during its development.
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DEFINITIONS
“AML”
Anti-money-laundering refers to the procedure, laws and regulations designed to stop the generation of
revenues or profit from illegal actions.

“Bitnovo”
Spanish company, separate from Crypto Birds, that acts as a safe platform to enable users to buy bitcoins
and other cryptocurrencies, either directly or by purchasing redeemable vouchers, making it possible
to transform virtual coins into tangible money and vice versa. Its role in the CB ICO will be to make
it easier for investors to purchase XCB Tokens using several payment methods and fiat money (refer
to section “Token purchase during the ICO period”). After the CB ICO, the role of Bitnovo will be to
foster exchanging reward points given to Crypto Birds Platform’s users for XCB Tokens (refer to section
“Exchange of reward points for XCB Tokens”). For clarification purposes, Bitnovo will not act under any
circumstances as a market or exchange where the XCB Token will be quoted.

“Bounties”
Rewards received by Pre ICO and ICO traders or by those who identify vulnerabilities in the platform.

“Circulating Cap”
Business capitalization depending on the circulating Tokens and the market price.

“Cold Storage”
The storing of cryptoassets using addresses whose private keys have been manually randomly generated
or randomly generated by a software executed in a device that is not connected to the internet, stored
manually or on an IT system that is not connected to a network. The method to generate “cold” addresses
is currently the safest way of storing cryptoassets as it prevents any attack that could come from the
Internet.

“Cryptoasset”
General term used to define any cryptocurrency or Token, although technically there are differences
between cryptocurrencies and Tokens, in operational practice they are very similar.

“Crypto Birds”
Crypto Birds Platform, S.L.

“Crypto Birds Platform”
Collaborative platform which is the object of the CB ICO (as defined below) described herein, through
which users will be able to enter data, analyse other ICO projects and assess and forecast the market
as part of games and/or collaborative competitions in exchange for incentives in the form of reputation
points or reward points that can be exchanged for Tokens.

“EAFI”
Financial Consultancy Company, natural person José María Manzanares Allén, official registration no. 212,
located in Madrid, Calle Juan de Mariana, 4 1º A, 28045.

“DAO”
A DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) can be seen as the most complex form of a smart
contract, where the bylaws of the decentralized organization are embedded into the code of the smart
contract, using complex token governance rules.
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“Token Destruction”
Tokens burnt or removed based on several scenarios. By reducing the number of Tokens available their
price increases.

“Issuer”
Crypto Birds Platform S.L.

“ERC20 Standard”
It is a technical standard used by smart contracts of the Ethereum network to implement Tokens. The
Tokens created using this standard comply with a series of rules to accurately predict how they will
work in different third-party apps and in the Ethereum network itself. Thanks to the creation of a smart
contract using this standard, anyone can create a Token that can be traced, represented and operated on
different wallets, exchanges and other applications.

“Exchanges”
Non-official markets where Tokens are exchanged and listed.1

“Hard cap”
In the framework of an Initial Coin Offering, hard cap is a monetary amount that establishes the maximum
amount needed for he project to develop itself. When reaching that limit, the ICO stops automatically.

“Hot Storage”
The storage of cryptoassets using addresses whose private key has been generated by a software that is
executed in a device connected to the Internet.

“ICO”
Subsequent public sale of Tokens to investors once the Pre ICO has come to an end.

“CB ICO”
Issuance of 150,000,000 Tokens for a total of 4,999,000 Euros as per the terms and conditions
established herein, to be carried out by Crypto Birds with the aim of raising enough funds for the creation
of the necessary infrastructure and start up of the Crypto Birds Platform.

“KYC”

Know your customer es el proceso por el cual una empresa verifica e identifica la identidad de sus clientes.

“Pre ICO CB”
Initial Token discounted presale to investors.

“Security Token”
Token representing the capital or debt for the start up of a project.

“Smart Contract”
It is an IT program able to automatically execute pre-established conditions, based on certain parameters.

“Stake”
Process by which a cryptoasset is frozen, without the possibility of being transferred during a specific
period of time in exchange for a return, normally a higher % of that cryptoasset. This term started
being used in Blockchain Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus, where users, as well as freezing cryptoassets,
participated sustaining the network. Currently, it is frequently used to name any process whereby, in
exchange for asset freezing, a reward is received, also in the form of cryptoassets.

1. Exchange/s where XCB Tokens will be listed will be published in due time on the Crypto Birds’ website.
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“Soft Cap”
In the framework of an Initial Coin Offering, soft cap is a monetary amount that defines the minimum
funds needed by the project to develop itself. If during the ICO the soft cap is not reached, what has
been invested is normally returned and the ICO is considered to have failed.

“Blockchain Technology”
Distributed transactional database made up of block chains designed to prevent their modification once
one piece of data has been published. This is achieved through different peer-to-peer networks (P2P)
with consensus generated though proof of work algorithms (PoW) and linking the blocks with encryption
with a trusted time stamp.

“Token” o “XCB Token”
Standard ERC20 Token of the Ethereum network to be issued by Crypto Birds in the CB ICO.

“Limited Token Emission”
Maximum number of Tokens that can be issued during the life cycle of a project.

“Active User”
For Crypto Birds Platform, an active user is someone who actively participates in the platform, interacting
with comments, votes, rating, etc.

“Passive User”
From the point of view of Crypto Birds Platform, a passive user is one who uses the platform to obtain
information, but does not interact with it commenting, voting, rating, or other. The free model of Crypto
Birds Platform means that any user, even without logging in, can have access to all the information
available on the platform.

“Utility Token”
Token representing the right to use a product or service, or any other special functionality given in a
platform’s ecosystem.

“Vesting”
Term coined in the traditional financial sector that is normally used in Initial Coin Offerings to establish
the period during which the cryptoasset will be delivered and fully released to the investor from the
moment it becomes available.

“Whitepaper”
Document that includes information of interest on Crypto Birds, as the issuer, the CB ICO, Crypto Birds
Platform and the Tokens to be issued. The information contained herein must (i) be presented in a way
that is easily analysed and understood, and (ii) allow investors to make an assessment, with sufficient
information, on the assets and liabilities, financial situation, profit and losses, as well as the issuer’s
prospect and Token-inherent rights.
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INTERPRETATION
1. In this Whitepaper, the terms and expressions used in capital letters will have the meaning granted in
the previous section, entitled “Definitions”.
2. Terms in plural shall include the singular form and vice versa.
3. Any reference to regulation will be understood as per the regulation was passed, corrected or
extended, accordingly.

4. Any reference to “including” or similar terms must be understood, as “included, but not limited to” or
“including, without limitations”, accordingly.

AGENCY AUTHORISED TO OFFER
INVESTMENT SERVICES
Crypto Birds has appointed as the agency authorised to offer investment services related to the CB
ICO’s EAFI that, amongst others, and as foreseen in (i) article 35.5 of the Securities Market Act and in (ii)
the criteria published by the CNMV in its publications dated 8 of February, 2018 “Consideraciones de
la CNMV sobre “criptomonedas” and “ICOs” dirigidas a los profesionales del sector financiero” (CNMV’s
considerations on “cryptocurrencies” and “ICOs addressed to financial industry professionals” and
publication dated 20 of September, 2018 entitled “Criterios en relación con las ICOs” (Criteria regarding
ICOs), (hereinafter, “CNMV’s criteria on ICOs”), has carried out the global supervision of the issuance
process and validated the information that has to be delivered to investors to allow investors to make
informed investment decisions, concluding that, the information provided and published by Crypto Birds,
complies with the regulation and demands in terms of content, accuracy and clarity applicable, it does
not omit relevant data and does not lead to confusion for investors.
The EAFI, as an agency authorised to offer investment services by virtue of the CNMV’s criteria on ICOs,
will not perform the custody of the Tokens, unless it is advisable to do so during the CB ICO, and it will not
perform the placement of Tokens.
Between January and March 2018, the EAFI and Crypto Birds have regularly held meetings and
conversations, by phone and email, during which the revision, modification, adaptation and increase of
information contained herein has been made.
The aim and purpose of this collaboration was to draft a Whitepaper that offered investors who wished
to participate in the CB ICO all the information and data necessary to ensure investment decisions were
properly informed.
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To carry out the general supervision of the CB ICO issuance process, as well as to validate the information
that will be given to investors in this Whitepaper, the EAFI planned the following milestones for the
provision of services.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ICO audit agreement.
Access to all the CB ICO project information.
Analysis and questions on the CB ICO project information.
Meeting on Initial Request for Information and question solving.
Document including all questions on the initial information pack.
Informal conversation with additional questions.
Document on Whitepaper requirements.
Document of CB ICO valuation.
Reviewing changes to Whitepaper.
Final audit on the CB ICO’s Whitepaper.

For the purposes of the foregoing, the EAFI studied, amongst others, the following documents hosted in a
digital platform created for the internal exchange of information.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Memorandum of association of Crypto Birds.
Unique electronic document CIRCE of Crypto Birds’ registration in the commercial register.
Certificate of availability of company name, Crypto Birds, in the commercial register.
Detailed budget for the next three-year period.
Provisional outlook, identifying different types of scenarios (optimal. medium, realistic, etc.)
Annual accounts of the last financial year.
Several Whitepaper draft versions.

Once all those milestones were met satisfactory, and after all the documentation was reviewed, the EAFI
validated this Whitepaper, giving the following favourable opinions regarding it:

i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

This Whitepaper includes all the necessary information, in a clear and succinct manner,
regarding the type of investment the CB ICO is, as well as the associated risk of these types
of investments;
The Whitepaper provides all the necessary information, in a truthful, clear, concise and
understandable manner, so that investors can understand the business model and the
fund allocations, as well as the risks taken when investing on the CB ICO, without omitting
relevant data or leading investors to confusion;
The Whitepaper allows investors to make informed investment decisions; and
The information made public by Crypto Birds via this Whitepaper complies with the
regulations and demands of content, accuracy and clarity that are applicable.
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ISSUER
1. Crypto Birds Platform, S.L., with Tax ID Number B88009360, and registered office in Calle Hermosilla,
48, 1D. 28001, Madrid. Registered in the Commercial Register of Madrid, Page M-660471, Volume 36928,
Folio 168.
2. The single administrator of Crypto Birds is Carlos Martín Esteban.
3. Crypto Birds’ shareholder structure is as follows:
Partner

Stake
(Nominal value: €1)

Percentage of
share capital

Carlos Javier Martín Esteban

From number 1 to number 1530,
both included.

51%

Rafael Teva López

From number 2551 to number 2850,
both included.

10%

Jonatan Lafuente Castillo

From number 1531 to number 2100,
both included.

19%

Joel Jabalera Muñoz

From number 2101 to number 2550,
both included.

15%

Alejandro Martín Parra

From number 2851 to number 3000,
both included.

5%

4. Operation of Crypto Birds’ general partners meeting (“General Meeting”) as per the articles
of association:

a. The General Meeting will abide by Royal decree 1/2010, dated 2 of July, on limited liability companies,
which approves the consolidated text of the Law on Corporations (“Law on Corporations”).
b. The General Meeting will be led by the chairman, who will grant the possibility to intervene and he will
establish the time given and end of the interventions, and will subject agreement proposals to vote.
c. The General Meeting will be called via an announcement made on Crypto Birds’ website if it is created,
registered and published according to the terms and conditions set by the Law on Corporations. Until
Crypto Birds has such a website, the call will be made by any individual and written communications
procedure that guarantees it is received by all the partners in the addresses provided for such notices or
the one that appears in the Crypto Birds’ documentation.

WHITEPAPER’S
LIABILITY
Carlos Javier Martín Esteban, with tax ID no. 53159679D, as the sole administrator of Crypto Birds (i)
accepts on his name and behalf the responsibility of this Whitepaper and (ii) confirms the veracity of the
information contained in it, as well as the fact that there are no relevant data omitted or that it does
not lead to error.
14
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INTRODUCCIÓN
>>Welcome to Crypto Birds
Crypto Birds is a company officially created in Spain in January 2018 (although it has two previous years
of operation in the Hispanic community). Crypto Birds Platform is a collaborative and incentivised
platform where we find, organise, and simplify all the relevant information that users/investors need to
gain greater knowledge of the blockchain investment market, in constant change and growth.
Crypto Birds has been working for years informing on Blockchain investments via its podcast, the most
listened to in Spanish language, and via its channels and Telegram groups, also amongst the strongest
and longer-lived in Spanish language2. We have shared with thousands of people constant analyses and
information on investments. We also offer international groups and podcasts in English.
We work in an international environment; our team is made up of people from Spain, Dubai and the
United States. Our expertise is the analysis of ICOs and information on the Blockchain sector. Our main
value is transparency, always trying to select legitimate and quality projects and never charging for
analysing or allocating positive or negative assessment on the projects analysed. All this is well known and
valued by our users.

>>Current situation
The ICO phenomenon is unstoppable and revolutionary; investments democratisation has come to stay.
Thanks to this funding method, backed by the Blockchain technology, anyone in the world can invest in
projects in the early stages without the need for large sums of capital.
The financing of projects via ICOs has grown exponentially over the last three years. Just in 2017, over $
5.428 billion were raised in the market of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs), surpassing by over four times the
investment in traditional risk capital.3 In the first four months of 2018, during a bear market, the 2017 total
amount was surpassed and the year ended with a total of $16.718 billion raised, confirming the growing
trend in this market.4
A boom of this size for a totally new funding market and the swift and constant transformation of
its conditions entail an opportunity to create a large array of services and businesses that simplify
information to investors, albeit not professionally in many cases. It is in this niche of great expectations
that our project is based.

2. Telegram group – “ICO Investor Spanish” - @ICOSpanish - 2699 members – Created on 31/03/2017; Telegram channel – “Crypto
Birds ESP” - @CryptoBirds – 1982 members – Created on 05/06/2017; There is no specific and fully reliable tool hat allows us to list
all Blockchain and ICO groups in telegram to rank the position of the Crypto Birds communities, but there is a list widely accepted by
the community, https://cryptogroups.com/coinsole . In section Coinsole, you can filter the groups listed by type: ICO and language:
Spanish, in this case we can observe that in terms of number of users of ICO Investor Spanish, we could be in third position for Spanish
language info on ICOs and Crypto Birds ESP would be the second channel. Crypto Birds Podcast - over 26,000 listeners just on the
Ivoox platform, also available in Apple Podcast and Spotify but without final metrics.
3. Sources: https://www.statista.com/statistics/863762/vc-vs-ico-funding-globally/ https://techcrunch.com/2018/03/04/icosdelivered-at-least-3-5x-more-capital-to-blockchain-startups-than-vc-since-2017/
4. Source on ICOs funds raised: https://www.coindesk.com/ico-tracker “Summary Stats” section.
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>>The problem
Currently, investors and subscribers face a supply of over 60 ICOs in average launched per month5
Filtering and analysing those that are legitimate and trustworthy has become a tough task that requires
dedicating a lot of time and effort.
To facilitate this task, over 30 websites have been created to classify, assess and analyse this kind of
projects, but this ecosystem of webs created an even larger problem to solve, neutrality. The main
problem of this type of websites is that their analysts are divided and paid by website owners, and so they
are susceptible of being influenced by the projects’ developers, thus compromising their independence.
In many occasions, a mediocre ICO with financial support would appear in most sites with good analyses
and visibility. Contrary to that, a good project without many resources has great difficulties to obtain
visibility.
Currently, there are very few trustworthy information websites and the information shown lacks good
tools for ICOs management, classification and filtering.

>>The solution
Crypto Birds Platform: Una a collaborative platform where users (i) enter the data, know and analyse
Blockchain projects and (ii) assess and give their opinion on the ICO’s likely evolution in the market, as
part of games and/or competitions for collaborative forecasting, in exchange for reputation points and
reward points, that can be exchanged for the platform’s XCB Token (refer to “XCB Token” section). All of
this is done without the intervention of the management team, ensuring the platform’s transparency and
independence, in such a way that the management team cannot create market.
The platform will have hybrid intelligence and gamification to create indicators for the quick selection
of ICOs by users and will treat all information efficiently with the aim to show reliable and quality data
(refer to corresponding sections). All this information will be filtered and organised easily through
the “organisation panel and ICO search”, another platform strength, with tools created by different
professional analysts that will make life easier for investors and users.
A collaborative design will give us the capability of becoming, with the help of our community, the largest
ICO database6, with analyses, assessments and market forecasts as part of collaborative games and/or
competitions on those ICOs. At the same time as we are developing this project, we are working on an
initial analyst program in order to have quality content on the platform from the first day. In our constant
quest for transparency.
The whole previously mentioned system, by virtue of which users of Crypto Birds Platform can assess and
issue their opinion on the potential evolution in the market of several ICOs, making forecasts, is part of a
game or competition that under no circumstances could be considered as a general recommendation for
investment, a financial analysis or an investment report, as set forth by article 141 of the Securities Market
Act and article 36 of the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565 of the Commission, dated 25 of April, 2016

5. Source: https://www.coindesk.com/ico-tracker “Monthly New ICO Funding” section.
6. Currently, we are not aware of the existence of a full database with information on all issued ICOs until now, the closest to
that are lists with summaries of ICOs financial data in websites such as www.coindesk.com o https://www.coinschedule.com . The
remaining websites on ICOs tend to focus on “selection” and only list a % of all ICOs. From Crypto Birds Platform, we plan the
introduction of the highest number of possible ICOs with specific data on the project, not just on the funds raised, but with the
rating of other aspects by users to ascertain whether a project is of quality or not.
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CRYPTO BIRDS PLATFORM
>>Objective
To create collaborative analyses databases on ICOs, including market
forecasts for those ICOs as part of collaborative games and/or
competitions, stressing the quality of information and independence.
All this information will be managed by the best ICOs filtering panel,
developed based on our experience and studying the latest ICO
analysis techniques.

>>Platform’s description
1

2
3

4

Image 1
Disclaimer: The platform is a product under development and both the final design and its operation mechanism may vary
versus what is described in this Whitepaper.
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1. Main menu

The “Hot ICOs” section of the main menu opens the homepage. This is the platform’s main section,
where it is possible to see the list of ICOs with a brief description, two indicators and options for
the organisation and filtering.
Users can enter data on ICOs they have knowledge about through the section “Add ICO”, where
they will have a blank form with a maximum number of characters and different fields to fill in. Once
the information is filled in, the file will go to section “Rising” where other users will give an opinion
on the previous analysis and will do the necessary corrections. When the file has matured and the
information is well drafted, it will automatically move to the main section “Hot ICOs” without the
intervention of the platform’s management team.
Finally, when an ICO is finalised and its Tokens reach the market, its information file goes to section
“Hot Market” from the main menu, where there is a similar list to that of “Hot ICOs” but with
updated market information.
The “Forecast” section, one of the most important sections of the platform, consists of a game or
competition where users can give their opinion on what will be the price of the specific ICO Tokens,
once they reach the market. They can predict the price in four time horizons, at 1 day, 1 week, 1
month and 1 year in the market. Users whose opinion is closer to the real value, will be rewarded
with greater reward points that can be exchanged for Tokens and experience points proportionally8.
ICOs that come to the market can propose larger prizes in exchangeable reward points for Tokens
in order to be promoted in this section and users must freeze in their wallet a specific number of
Tokens to participate9. With all the information obtained in this section, we create the Forecast
indicator.
In section “Your stats” users can follow up their experience points, their activity in the platform and
their forecast success statistics.

2. Organisation and filtering submenu in section “Hot ICOs”

In this submenu, users can choose whether they wish to see the list of future ICOs, ongoing ICOs or
completed ICOs (but not in the market yet). This menu is one of the platform’s keys tools, as users
can organise ICOs by different fields such as name, circulating cap (circulating Tokens during the
first days in the market multiplied by ICO price), Funding cap (all the Tokens issued multiplied by
ICO price), Hard cap (raising limit), and other configurable parameters (users in social media, Token
price, etc.). It is also possible to organise according to the Forecast and Bird Power collaborative
indicators.

3. ICO data file

This list shows the summarised ICO files as per the setting in the submenu bar and the selected
tags. When selecting one of the tags, the full file will be open, providing more detailed information
(see Image 2).

4. Forecast and Bird Power indicator in the ICO data file

When a user hovers the mouse or taps any of those indicators, more detailed information will
appear. This enables the initial screening of ICOs without accessing the full data file on that ICO,
making it a quick way to select ICOs.
Once the user selects an ICO from the list, the full file with detailed information on that ICO
will open:

7. Maturity: Process by which a recently incorporated ICO file in the platform is modified and verified by users to reach an optimal
information point, after which the ICO file is withdrawn from the “Rising” section and goes to the general section “Hot ICOs”. The
optimal maturity depends on the number of user interactions, the level of those and the type of interactions, and it is not down to
time at all.
8. Forecast reward points will be released the month after the closure of said forecast. There are a limited number of reward points to
distribute monthly for the platform’s activity (refer to section “Token issuance via the platform”). Depending on the activity of the last
month, more or fewer Tokens will be distributed amongst the winners of the forecast.
9. Initially, the number of expected Tokens to freeze for each forecast will be equivalent to 30€ at market price - the price at which the
XCB Token is listed in the markets or external exchanges–.. The freezing period will last for 2 weeks. This data is not final and can vary.
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1. Data file of the detailed ICO:

Objective and full analysis of the investment, with fair and necessary information, avoiding
information of little value. It also includes a subjective analysis with the pros and cons, links to all
social media and related documents.

2. Comments (this will be shown when selected)

This is a comments section on this project in particular. With a voting system for positive and
negative comments and better visibility for the best comments

3. Forecast & Bird Power (this will be shown when selected)

In this section, users can score several aspects of the project, such as idea, team, project
presentation, risk and expectation. The average of those scores will determine the Bird Power.
Moreover, within the game or collaborative competition proposed by Crypto Birds Platform, users
can predict the market value of the Token at one day, one week, one month and one year since
launch. This information will configure the Forecast indicator. This section can also be accessed
through the section “Forecast” in the main menu.
*See Image 3.

4. Corrections and warnings:

These are similar sections to that of comments, but here users must only mention what must be
improved on the data file or the latest warnings (phishing, scams, concealed private sales, etc.),
allowing investors to have well-founded information in the interest of greater protection.

1

2
3

4

Image 2
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Platform´s map (Spanish version)::

Platform’s data entering diagram (Spanish version):

Platform’s activity diagram (Spanish version):
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>>Forecast and Bird Power indicators
The Forecast and Bird Power indicators help achieve better efficiency
when classifying and selecting ICOs. They are simple but effective
indicators created by the community and improved by our hybrid
intelligence and gamification. It helps users and investors gain knowledge
on projects and assess them themselves, both before they reach the
market and after launch.
Forecast

This indicator is built based on the users’ predictions on the market value of a Token at one day,
one week, one month and one year in the market. In order to take part of the forecast, you need to
have a specific number of XCB Tokens (equivalent to approximately 30€ at market price), frozen for
two weeks. Users whose forecasts are more accurate, will receive greater rewards.
Passive users may delegate their participation in forecast to active users with skills (Forecaster
Pro), being able to obtain revenues without actively participating in exchange for a commission on
the gains taken by the selected forecaster.

Bird Power

This oscillating dial (from 0 to 100) is built based on the users’ average scores on different aspects
of the project, such as idea, team, project presentation, risk and expectation. Depending on the
level users have, their score will weigh more or less in the internal weighing system. In principle, to
carry out this activity no Tokens must be frozen.
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Section “Forecast & Bird Power”:

Image 3
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>>Hybrid intelligence and gamification
Users’ active participation is key for the platform to work efficiently.
Thus, the information shown must be of the highest quality. With this in
mind we will use our hybrid intelligence, and users who provide the best
contributions in time will have a record of larger rewards thanks
to gamification.
Hybrid intelligence consists on using all the data entered by users (humans)
and treating it very efficiently thanks to gamification systems with our
“BirdBrain” (machine) algorithm.
For instance: Bob is an active user of our platform, he has specialised in making forecasts (market
predictions within the game or collaborative competitions proposed by Crypto Birds Platform). Alice,
another active user, prefers to review ICOs’ analyses and correct them, but occasionally takes part in
forecasts.
Normally, Bob is closer in his forecasts than Alice, so he is gaining more experience points as a Forecaster.
However, Alice is very updated on the latest changes in active ICOs and makes many corrections, so she
would obtain experience points to achieve the badge “Last minute analyst or reviewer”.
Thanks to our “BirdBrain”algorithm, Bob’s forecasting data will obtain greater weight in the final results
(forecast indicator calculation) than then ones Alice would obtain. Similarly, the corrections in an ICO
analysis will be done faster if it is Alice the one who provides them, rather than Bob.
At the end of the current month, Alice and Bob would be rewarded with participation points,
exchangeable for XCB Tokens. For this distribution, there will be a specific amount of Tokens (refer to
section “Token distribution via the platform”) for the specific month, and their distribution will depend
on the activity carried out by all users over the last month and by their level, receiving more participation
points for the same work the longer-lived, efficient and advanced users are.
Our system identifies and promotes users’ best skills, creating a more efficient and self-regulated
platform, as well as providing more accurate forecasting data.
The “BirdBrain” algorithm, under development, is property of Crypto Birds Platform S.L., and it is the
intellectual property on which the company is based, and thus the code is not fully disclosed to be
reviewed. Despite that, when the first operative version of the code is fully developed, it will be audited
by an external company and all platform users will receive the rules and necessary information to
understand its operation. Distribution will be justified, and it will be mostly verifiable through ethereum’s
blockchain, such as those related to the forecasts.
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>>Categories and experience points
There are 3 categories where users will be able to expand their profile, each category will have 7
experience levels and 3 badges. Those three categories will come together in a main category entitled
“Average Level” (intermediate level), in order to simplify the user’s profile general status, which will also
have 7 levels. The rewards in exchangeable participation points for XCB Tokens will increase as users’
level and badges increase.
(See Image 4)

Forecaster category. Level 1 to 7

Users will go up levels making Forecasts that take into account the certainty, amount and
frequency.
>> Certainty badge: Awarded from Level 4 and if the accuracy ratio in forecasts is over 80%.
>> Amount badge: Awarded from Level 4 and if over 50% of the forecasts offered monthly are
entered into.
>> Delegation badge: Awarded from Level 5 to those users who are amongst the top 50
forecasters delegated on which users delegate, that is, those whom other users put their
trust on to make forecast in their behalf.

Analyst category. Level 1 to 7

Users will go up levels by entering ICOs analyses, correcting and scoring ICOs analyses in the section
Rising (pending being uploaded into the “Hot ICOs” section or eliminated).
>> Quality analyst badge: Awarded from Level 4 and if analyses are made that quickly go to Hot
ICOs with a good score and very few correction.
>> Amount badge: Awarded from level 4 and if at least 8 ICO analyses are made monthly and
that reach the section Hot ICOs.
>> Last-minute analyst or reviewer badge: Awarded from Level 4 to those users who enter ICOs
about to start and that went unnoticed to other analysts, or that make important corrections,
approved by users, also just hours before the ICOs starts.

Cooperative category. Level 1 to 7

Users will go up a level if they are active in the platform, scoring comments, corrections, fishing
alerts, scoring ICOs though the Bird Power section, etc.
>> Contribution badge: Awarded from Level 4 if the activity over the last month was 200%
higher than the average user.
>> Bird Power badge: Awarded from Level 4 if more and better assessments are made in the
Bird Power section than the average user.
>> Moderator badge: Awarded from Level 5 if 90% scoring activity is made on comments,
corrections and phishing alerts in terms of quantity and accuracy (if they are among the first
ones) than the average user. This will turn the user into a moderator and the user will be able
to change analyses and moderate comments from other users.
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Main category “Average Level”. Level 1 to 7

Levels are built on an average of the above-mentioned categories. This is the platform’s main level
and works as a quick indicator of the user profile status. Each level is given the name of a bird.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

PARROT

OWL

Level 5

Level 6

STARLING

HUMMINGBIRD

GANNET

EAGLE

Level 7

PHOENIX
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Image 4
All levels of the different categories, as well as the badges, are revocable if users remain inactive for
long periods of time. The reason is not looking for users’ persistence, bur rather to penalise withdrawal.
Those periods, albeit not defined, will be long, expected to be longer than one month of total inactivity.
Moreover, the loss of those levels or badges is not sudden and will decrease gradually with time.
All participation point rewards exchangeable for XCB Tokens mentioned in this section come from the
established monthly distributions for the platform (refer to section “Token issuance via the platform”).
An external company will audit the algorithm in charge of gamification and the distribution of
participation points, after each distribution a report will be sent to all users subscribed to the Crypto
Birds newsletter with details on the metrics as well as on the verifiable items in the Ethereum Blockchain.

>>Self-management
Gamification and users’ expertise in the different areas of the platform has many advantages, but a
key one that we aim to promote is self-regulation and self-management of the analysis, comments,
corrections and alerts, always abiding by the legislation in force. Thanks to the many skills and the
involvement of our users, we will be able to grant administration tasks to the best suited, so that the tone
of the content and the direction of the platform is in agreement with most users.
The spirit of this project is for the platform to evolve and approach the reliability of a DAO (decentralized
autonomous organization). Meanwhile, all important actions and changes that come up will be consulted
with our users.
Once the platform is in operation, the Crypto Birds’ team will publish a roadmap to self-management,
bearing in mind the adoption evolution of the users, future estimations on it, funds raised, etc.10

10. By platform in operation we mean that the development of the platform has come to an ideal maturity stage, where everything
mentioned in this Whitepaper has been developed and the gamification and distributions haven been adjusted, after which a roadmap
towards self-management will be published.
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Non-interference commitment

Crypto Birds Platform’s staff will make sure the minimum quality standards are met, especially at
the onset of the platform whilst parameters are adjusted to ensure the neutrally and efficiency
of self-management. Crypto Birds’ ultimate intention is to grant all content control to users
themselves as soon as we can guarantee the good operation and transparency of the platform, with
no interference.
To reduce as much as possible the interference and dependency of the platform on the Crypto
Birds’ team, a set of rules, called “Non-interference commitment” will be applied during the
development and maintenance of the Crypto Birds Platform.
The non-interference commitment is based on three basic pillars:
>> First, never to edit published content for personal or business reasons, that is, never to
delete or edit positive or negative comments on any project (except if they include content
considered to be unlawful or other specified in our terms and conditions, such as spam,
obscene or violent content, etc.). If the community votes by majority against a comment, it
could turn grey or have a sign that identifies it as a “non grata” comment by the community.
This pillar includes all editions made by the team to favour one specific project.
>> The second pillar establishes that the promotion of any project Crypto Birds Platform must
be clearly so. Under no circumstances will promotions be made that may lead to confusion
on whether the content is generated or not by the community. Promotions will try to be
made proactively through forecasts competitions, whitepapers examination, etc., and will be
clearly identified as such. Audits, both private and commissioned to observers appointed by
the community, will make sure that this commitment is enforced (refer to section “Audits”).
>> The third pillar refers to the desired participative democracy. The team is committed to
checking any important change that aims to be made on the platform or any other issue
presented in this Whitepaper11. The tools also ensure that users will be able to propose
consultations, improvements and changes.

11. Initially, those consultations will be made via surveys in the official telegram group of the platform, until the necessary tools are
developed within the platform to enable carrying out those votes.
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>>Financial revenue model
Imagine a platform where users create content, where forecasts and investment indicators are managed
by hybrid intelligence, where all information is transparent and easily accessible.
A platform where this can happen will have many users; the most active users will be motivated with
reward points that can be exchanged for XCB Tokens. Why would anyone want to buy XCB Tokens in
external markets or exchanges? Companies and startups that wish to promote their ICO and access
specific services, as well as users who wish to participate in different special promotions such as
forecasts (games or competitions to predict market evolution) in order to win big prizes. This is Crypto
Birds Platform Refer to section “Business plan. Outlook for users capturing, Token demand and platform
revenues”.

XCB Token demand by companies

White promotion: Crypto Birds intention is to be extremely cautious when promoting ICOs, so
that it does not interfere with the transparent and independent information and analyses users
will generate. A promotion activity will be the games or forecast competitions, where ICOs could
offer larger prizes to users who participate in their forecast and predict the price of their Token in
the market. In this sense, several promotions will be offered for ICO projects, which can carry out
games with tests on their whitepaper in general or on the specific operation of their project. Those
promotions do not interfere in the information and prompt users to study their project.
Another way of promoting is for the team that develops the project to introduce the ICO data,
creating ICO files with a sign that says “official information”, creating an image of verified
information, although users will be able to correct or modify the information if they wish to.
Finally, the use of banners and non-invasive advertising will also be allowed. Any company will be
able to rent those banners, but if the banner is used to promote an ICO, it will state clearly that the
content is publicity.
All promotional actions will have to paid with XCB Token at a % still to be defined, but it will be
around 80%, and so companies who wish to advertise will create purchasing pressure in the market.
We are working on many more usability options for Tokens in the platform for users and external
companies. They will be announced when they become available.

XCB Token demand by users

All users will be able to obtain XCB Tokens in exchange for generating value in the platform (refer
to “Exchange of reward points for XCB Tokens”), doing active Stake (in forecast activities for
instance), delegated Stake, or buying directly in external markets or exchanges, also helping create
purchasing pressure.
For users to interact with their XCB Tokens in the platform, they must link their wallet to it. That
is why we will use the Metamask wallet, the most renown, tested and user-friendly wallet of the
Ethereum platform. The process will be intuitive and simple. In order to carry out any action that
involves the user’s Tokens, the wallet will ask for permission. Indicating how many Tokens are frozen
and the fee incurred.
A Smart contract will be used for the freezing of the Tokens developed by Crypto Birds and audited
by an external company, with a code that can be reviewed publicly. The Smart contract is very
easy to use. Every Token that it receives will be returned two weeks later at the same address from
where it was sent and the platform’s algorithm will check that it was sent correctly. For instance,
if users wish to make a forecast, first they must link their Metamask wallet to their account. After
selecting the forecast, Metamask will send a confirmation message automatically confirming if the
user wishes to send XCB Tokens (equivalent to 30€ at market price -i.e. the price at which the
XCB Token has in the markets or external exchanges) to the Smart contract address in order to
freeze them. By accepting, the Tokens will be sent and the platform will allocate that transfer to
the forecast made. Two weeks later, the user will receive the Tokens again, through the same Smart
contract. This whole process incurs a small fee in Ether to be paid by the user.
Active stake: One of the strengths of the platform, aiming to encourage users to keep and
grow their XCB will be the “Active Stake”. Users who wish to win the large forecast prizes and
other competitions, must have a specific number of XCB Tokens in the wallet connected to
the platform that will be frozen whilst the promotion lasts. Thus, if users wish to participate in
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several promotions simultaneously, they will need to have as many XCB Tokens as requested by
the promotions in order to freeze them. They will be removed from the market. For each stake,
a specific amount of Tokens equivalent to 30 Euros at market price will be frozen for two weeks
(the exact metrics can change depending on previous tests and on how they affect the internal
economy). Users will only be able to block (freeze) their XCB Tokens, under no circumstances can
they make a Stake with their reward points.
Delegated stake: Thanks to the social element of the platform, users can participate in a
competition or forecasting game delegating their forecast to another user of their choice, with
a list of the best forecasters and analysts (hereinafter “Forecaster Pro”). That is, the user will
participate in the forecast, freezing their XCB Tokens, and with the same forecast prediction as the
“Forecaster Pro” s/he chose to delegate on. If the forecast is successful, the prize will be shared
as per the percentages previously indicated by the “Forecaster Pro”. Inspiration for this mechanism
came from the DPoS, thus “Forecasters Pro” will compete amongst themselves to get the forecast
delegations, changing their revenue share.
We are working on many more usability options for XCB Tokens in the platform for users. They will
be announced as they become available.
Refer to section “Business plan - forecast of users’ acquisition, Tokens demand and platform
revenues” to obtain more information on users’ growth, Tokens’ demand and price estimation for
promotions and banners.

XCB Token circulation:
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COMPANIES

XCB Token circulation after ICO:
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>>Exchange of reward points for XCB Tokens
As explained herein, users do not directly win or receive XCB Tokens for participating in the platform.
Rather, users obtain reward points, granted by Crypto Birds Platform, which they can exchange for XCB
Tokens through an external company called Bitnovo, as described below.
The way to exchange reward points for XCB Tokens is the following:
>> Any reward point given to users will give them the option to exchange it for an XCB Token
with a 95% discount rate in the platform of the external company Bitnovo.
>> If the reward point is not used for a period of 3 months, it will expire and will no longer be
exchangeable for XCB Tokens. In order to keep a balance between supply and the potential
demand of XCB Tokens with a discount, every time a point expires the platform will destroy
the XCB Token that was not acquired.12
>> The delivery of XCB Tokens with the aforementioned discount will be done via an external
company, Bitnovo, which will offer several payment possibilities for the remaining 5% that
needs to be paid for the XCB Token (Euros, cryptocurrencies, etc.).
>> The exchange process with a discount will be detailed later on in the development journey,
but Crypto Birds’ goal is for it to be as user-friendly as possible and for the XCB Tokens to be
transferred form the start to the users’ personal wallet.
For instance: Alice is an active user in the platform, last month she made several corrections and alerts on
several ICO files, as well as scoring about ten in Bird Power. When it is time for the monthly distribution,
12. Each month we will inform of the amount of Tokens burnt and update the number of Tokens in circulation.
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Alice is awarded 200 reward points. Alice can then access Bitnovo straight away and exchange her 200
Tokens with a 95% discount on the market value or external exchange value of the XCB Token at that time
(that is, she will pay 5% of the value the XCB Tokens have in the market or external exchanges where they
are listed). This exchange of reward points for XCB Tokens at a discount will be available for 3 months
from the granting of the reward points. If she does not exchange her reward points for XCB Tokens in that
period of time, the Tokens will be destroyed, sending them to a burn address for which no one has the
private keys.
Every month, the platform’s newsletter will include a report on the amount of XCB Tokens burnt and
acquired and an update on the amount of XCB Tokens in circulation.
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FUNDING AND TOKEN METRICS
>>XCB Token
An XCB Token is a standard ERC20 Token of the Ethereum network. If the
occasion demands it13, Crypto Birds could migrate its Token to another
benchmark Blockchain.
For users to carry out specific actions in the platform, such as participating
in forecasts (market predictions as part of a game/competition proposed
by the platform), and others, they will need to have XCB Tokens14, which
will be frozen (Stake) for a period of time, normally two weeks, depending
on what they are used for. The number of expected Tokens to freeze will
be equivalent to 30€ at market price - the price at which the XCB Token is
listed in the markets or external exchanges–. Thus, we prevent abusing the
system with massive free actions, without demanding a payment for the use
of those services, given that the Token will be returned at the end of the
specified period.
Crypto Birds Platform does not keep custody of users’ Tokens at all. For users to interact with their XCB
Tokens in the platform, they must link their wallet to it. That is why we will use the Metamask wallet, the
most renown, tested and user-friendly wallet of the Ethereum platform. The process will be intuitive and
simple. In order to carry out any action that involves the user’s Tokens, the wallet will ask for permission.
Indicating how many Tokens are frozen and the fee incurred.
To obtain more information on the freezing process (Stake), refer to section “XCB Token demand by
users”.
The amount of Tokens devoted to the platform will be released on a monthly basis by a smart contract,
as set forth in the section “Token issuance via the platform”. Until they are acquired by users, they will
be under the custody of Crypto Birds Platform, with safe cold wallet methodologies and will be sent to
Bitnovo to be exchanged for reward points on demand. Every month, reward points will be allocated to
users according to their active collaboration and they will have a period of 3 months to exchange them
for XCB Tokens with a 95% discount rate through Bitnovo (refer to section “Exchange of reward points for
XCB Tokens”). Records will be made in Ethereum’s Blockchain of the sending of Tokens to users and every
time there is a request to freeze them (stake) in order to participate in an activity or promotion.

13.Reasons for this may be high fees for interacting with a smart contract, constant network saturation, withdrawal from the
maintenance and development of the network, etc., all in all, anything that would hinder operability with the Token and visibility
by users.
14. XCB Tokens will be obtained through the exchange of reward points obtained in the Crypto Birds Platform, in Bitnovo. They can also
be bough outright in markets or external exchanges.
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>>Token distribution
Total Token issuance:
550.000.000
Below we describe the total distribution of the 550,000,000 XCB Tokens:
Estimated Token issuance in the platform for a period of 12 years:
250,000,000 - 45.45% of the total with an annual inflation of 6%. To obtain more information, refer to
section “Token issuance via the platform”.
Tokens offered during Pre ICO - ICO:
200,000,000 - 36.36% of the total, vesting according to bonus. For more details please refer to “
Vesting periods”.
Of the 200,000,000 Tokens, 50,000,000 will be used to cover additional Tokens generated by the
different bonus (the remaining Tokens of this item will be destroyed) and 150,000,000 Tokens will cover all
Tokens at ICO price.15
Tokens reserved for the company:
40,000,000 - 7.27% of the total, gradual vesting. For more details please refer to “Vesting periods”.
Tokens for the team:
50,000,000 - 9.09% of the total, gradual vesting. For more details please refer to “Vesting periods”.
Tokens for advisors and rewards:
10,000,000 - 1.82% of the total, various vesting. For more details please refer to “Vesting periods”.

Token distribution in the first six months since issuance16
3,49% Issued to users via the platform
91,91% Sold in PreICO - ICO
0% Team (Subject to vesting)
0% Company reserves (Subject to vesting)
4,59% Advisors and rewards (bounties)
39,56 % of the total Tokens issued

15. The calculation of 50,000,000 Tokens for the bonus will be done based on the maximum number of possible Tokens to cover a
potential total sale, at maximum bonus during Pre-ICO and ICO. In normal conditions, we predict that there will be a large remnant of
this item of Tokens that will be destroyed.
16. It assumes that the initial Token delivery coincides with the monthly Tokens issuance by the platform, which would entail the most
unfavourable distribution for ICO investors. It is more likely that the Tokens issuance by the platform will be delayed for a few months
and the investor’s percentage of the ICO will be even larger.
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Token distribution in the first two years since issuance
11,08% Issued to users via the platform
69,73% Sold in PreICO - ICO
8,71% Team (Subject to vesting)
6,97% Company reserves (Subject to vesting)
3,48% Advisors and rewards (bounties)
52.14% of the total Tokens issued

Total Token distribution 12 years since issuance
45,45% Issued to users via the platform
36,36% Sold in ICO
9,09% Team
7,27% Company reserves
1,82% Advisors and rewards (bounties)
100% of the total Tokens issued
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>>Token issuance via the platform
Total supply is 550 million Tokens, of which 45.45% will be issued on a monthly basis until mid 2030.
Each month, a predefined number of Tokens will be released via a smart contract as per the following
table (with an annual inflation of approximately 6%). 100% of the Tokens will be put at the disposal of
platform’s users for their activity and contributions. Crypto Birds Platform’ users will be able to obtain
those Tokens through the external company Bitnovo, where thy will exchange the reward points obtained
in the platform for XCB Tokens with a discount of 95%.
For more information, refer to section “Exchange of reward points for XCB Tokens”.

Table of Tokens’ issuance17:

TOTAL EMISIÓN
550,000,000
500,000,000

450,000,000
400,000,000

350,000,000

300,000,000

07/01/31

12/01/30

06/01/30

12/01/29

06/01/29

12/01/28

06/01/28

12/01/27

06/01/27

12/01/26

06/01/26

12/01/25

06/01/25

12/01/24

06/01/24

12/01/23

06/01/23

12/01/22

06/01/22

12/01/21

06/01/21

12/01/20

06/01/20

12/01/19

250,000,000

From 2031, the planned Token issuance will be completed and the future of Crypto Birds Platform will be
open to changes depending on the metrics that exist at the time. Out of the many potential scenarios,
one will be chosen taking into account the opinion of Token holders, with an undecided participation
system, that will enable the future feasibility of Crypto Birds Platform and will protect the value shared
until then.
Some of those potential scenarios are:
>> The Tokens devoted to reward points will be obtained from the Tokens provided by the
platform’s advertisers.
>> A new package of Tokens is issued, of no more than 10% of the total Tokens issued until
then18, and a decreasing issuance will cover the following 30 years.
>> A consultation period would be opened for users to propose and vote on the proposals.

(Full view of the Tokens metrics in “Final Token metrics”).
17. The start date is an estimation and may vary depending on the degree of development of the platform and the Tokens operability.
In the initial circulating supply all the investors’, advisors’ and bounties’ Tokens are considered as released, and Crypto Birds’ Tokens for
the team and company will be released from scratch.
18. For the latter, a new Token would have to be created with the new limit amount and old ones would have to be swapped for these ones.
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>>Funding
To fund the start up of the project and distribute the XCB Token, we will use an ICO with a low hard cap
for current practices. We estimate that in order to develop the project with guarantees over the following
years of development, operation and marketing, we need 4,999,000 million Euros, that will be the hard
cap of the Pre ICO + ICO.
However, in order to develop a minimally functional project and give it the necessary and fair marketing
boost, we believe we would need a minimum of 1 million Euros. With this soft cap we would be ale to
develop our platform with a degree of certainty, although we would have to make changes to the time
frames and to assess the final features that the platform would be able to have.19
In order to achieve the goal of a successful ICO with guarantees, we will carry out a presale (Pre ICO).
With what has been collected in the Presale, we will finalise the Demo (MVP), we will make marketing
actions to achieve the ICO’s visibility in this competitive environment. We will also audit the smart
contacts, website, etc., to ensure the process’ security and we would start developing the platform’s first
stage. This means that participating in the presale entails a few months of wait until the launch of the ICO
and the start up of Crypto Birds Platform, but different bonuses will be offered to reward that initial trust,
as defined below.
It may also be an option to carry out the ICO phase through an exchange (external company devoted to
the purchase & sale of cryptoassets) instead of using a Smart contract. The so-called IEO (Initial Exchange
Offering) does not change anything from an investors’ perspective. If that happened, investors would
receive information on what to do next via our information channels.
Therefore, we will fund the beginning of the project with an ICO split in two phases, Presale + Sale (also
called, Pre ICO + ICO). Under no circumstances will a further ICO be made. Please find information on
the Presale and Sale below.

Token price

>> The Token price is set at 1 XCB=0.033€.
>> 24 hours before the beginning of the Pre-ICO and the ICO. The ETH equivalences will be set
to the market price, this equivalence is set for the whole Pre-ICO and ICO period.

Presale metrics
(Pre-ICO CB)
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Sale metrics
(ICO CB)

The Pre-ICO period will last for 2 weeks
Soft Cap: €200,000
Hard Cap: €750,000
Bonus depending on contribution:
100€ to 1,199€ – 20% Discount versus
ICO price.
1,200€ to 5,999€ – 30% Discount
versus ICO price.
6,000€ to 11,999€ – 35% Discount
versus ICO price.
12,000€ to 29,999€ – 40% Discount
versus ICO price.
30,000€ and above – 50% Discount
versus ICO price.
The unsold Tokens will be left for the ICO.

>> The ICO period will last 3 weeks.
>> Soft Cap: 1M € (Pre-ICO + ICO)
>> Hard Cap: € 4,999,000 (Pre-ICO + ICO,
if all funds were raised during the PreICO, the Hard Cap for the ICO will be
€4,249,000)
>> 15% bonus during the first 48 hours
>> 10% bonus from day 3 to day 5
>> 5% bonus from day 5 to day 7
>> 0% bonus the last two weeks
>> The unsold Tokens will be destroyed by
sending them to an ether address for
which no one has the private keys
(“Burn process for Tokens”).

19. Any change or novelty in the project’s evolution would be informed to investors at least via the newsletter, an e-mail and via the
Telegram groups.
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Vesting periods
(Time till the Tokens are transferable)

The generation and delivery of Tokens will be made one month after the end of the ICO at the
latest. After issuance, the Tokens will be blocked via Smart contract until the vesting period below
is over.
>> Tokens issued during Pre-ICO:

>> Tokens issued during ICO:

Discount

Vesting

Bonus

Vesting

50%

6 months

15%

1 month

40%

5 months

10%

15 days

35%

4,5 months

5%

Sin Vesting

30%

4 months

0%

Sin Vesting

20%

3 months

>> Tokens for the team and reserve

>> Advisors’ Tokens

After the initial 6 months, 2,500,000
Tokens will be released monthly for a
period of 3 years (in total, 42 months till
their full release).
>> Bounties/rewards Tokens

Vesting of 6 months.

>> Platform’s Tokens

Depending on the type of bounty, the
vesting will be from 0 to 3 months.

Refer to Token issuance via the
platform

Final Token metrics

In total, 200,000,000 Tokens will be distributed between the presale and sale, for a total of 5
million Euros, and so the circulating cap of the first weeks will be a maximum of 5 million Euro at
ICO price, given that the other Tokens will be blocked (in principle, the Circulating Cap will be much
lower due to the different vesting periods depending on the Presale and sale bonus).
After two years, the circulating Tokens will be:
>> 200,000,000 XCB (ICO + Pre-ICO)
>> 31,789,944.1 (Issued by the platform)
>> 45,000,000 (50% of the team’s Tokens unblocked)
>> 10,000,000 (Rewards)
>> Of those Tokens, in principle many of them will be burnt, both from the 50,000,000 item for
bonuses and those issued by the platform and not acquired by users.
Total 286,789,994.41 XCB, out of which we estimate approximately 17.5%, will be burnt, leaving 		
236,789,994.41 XCB (47.36%). This means that at ICO price there would be a circulating cap of 7.9
M€ approximately 2 years after the start of the platform.
No other security will be issued giving right to subscribe or acquire XCB Tokens.
Unsold Tokens during the ICO will be destroyed.
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>>Potential scenarios based on the results obtained in the
Pre-ICO and ICO phases (ordered from lower to higher
success rate)
The pre-ICO funds do not reach the soft cap of €200,000:

If the minimum funding goal is not achieved, 100% of the funds invested will be returned to the
investors. Transfer fees in the Ethereum network will be charged to the investor.
If the funds raised are close to the soft cap, but do not reach it, the company will assess whether
to go ahead with the ICO phase, individually contacting each investor so that they can decide if they
want the funds invested returned to them or whether they wish to go ahead with the project with
the same terms and conditions and the same risk in the ICO, described below.

The funds raised in the Pre-ICO exceeded the soft cap of €250,000
but once the ICO finished the joint soft cap of €1,000,000 is not reached.

Most of the funds of the Pre-ICO will be devoted to the funding and promotion of the ICO process,
and so if the joint Pre-ICO + ICO soft cap is not reached, Pre-ICO investors will not be able to get
their investment back nor would they receive Tokens. The ICO phase investors, on the contrary,
would recover 100% of the funds invested.

The risk difference between investing in the Pre-ICO phase and in the ICO phase is reflected in the
significant discounts Pre-ICO investors will receive, allowing them to have a higher return versus the
ICO phase investors if the project is successful.
There is a possibility that, in this scenario of lack of funding, Crypto Birds may discuss several
continuation options. In the case of continuing with a new, less ambitious project, still with the aim
of using XCB Tokens, Crypto Birds will check with the investors of the ICO one by one, and they will
have the right to get back their original investment or to continue in the new project. The launch of
the “new” project would depend on whether enough ICO investors move their investment from the
old to the new project.
Pre-ICO investors would not have a vote in this, but they would receive their XCB Token with the
corresponding discounts if they are issued.
Crypto Birds would not issue more Tokens than those mentioned herein, nor would they make any
decision whose consequence would be to dilute the investment of the Pre-ICO + ICO investors. The
goal of the meetings and conversations with the Pre-ICO and ICO investors is in fact not to do that.
Investors will always be responsible for the Transfer fees charged by the Ethereum network.

If the total soft cap is reached, with over €1,000,000 raised between
the Pre-ICO and the ICO:
The project will go ahead as per this Whitepaper. The speed and quality of the goals’ achievement
will depend on the total amount raised.
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INVESTMENT PROCESS
TO OBTAIN A TOKEN
>>Token purchase during the Pre-ICO period
In the Pre-ICO period the investment will not be made via Smart contract, but rather using traditional
methods and private and personal contracts, investor by investor, or via the use of forms in cryptobirds.com
Investors will be able to contact our legal team to finalise investment contracts, they will also be able to
invest directly in Euros, transferring them to the company’s bank account, or to Ethereum, sending them
to the company’s cold storage.

>>Token purchase during the ICO period:
During the ICO period, the investment will be made via a Smart contract, and so investment would only
be made to the ethereum address of the smart contract, that will be shown at the appropriate time in
the company’s website. There is also the possibility that the ICO is made by an exchange, in that case
there will not be a specific Smart contract for the ICO and the whole process operation will be made
internally via the exchange.
To help users who have no knowledge on the use of cryptocurrencies, Crypto Birds will offer a landing
page on the company’s website specific for those users, detailing a step-by-step guide to making
the investment. Moreover, we are finalising an agreement with an expert company in the trading of
cryptocurrencies and Tokens, Bitnovo, so that they can offer their services in the CB ICO. Investors would
then be able to buy ethereum with several payment methods such as cryptocurrencies but also using
Euros, creating a wallet or investing in the CB ICO intuitively.
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MAIN RISK FACTORS LINKED TO
THE TOKENS, THEIR VALUATION IN
THE MARKET AND AVAILABILITY
>>Investment-related risks
Risk of changes to the Spanish or European legislation

Tokens will be issued according to the Spanish legislation in force at the time of the drafting of this
Whitepaper. We cannot predict the impact of any potential judicial ruling or any potential change
to the legislation or to the Spanish administrative practices after the date of publication of this
Whitepaper. Any change of that nature could significantly affect the price or the ability to use
Tokens affected by them.
Notwithstanding the above, it must be pointed out that at date of drafting of this Whitepaper,
despite the fact that the CNMV and the European regulatory bodies have issued opinions and/or
recommendations on the legal concept of Token, as well as on a potential regulation on Tokens
and Initial Coin Offerings, there is no national regulations or specific regulatory and harmonised
framework at a European level on Tokens, their different types, or on Initial Coin Offerings.
From the point of view of main legal risks relating to Tokens and the ICO, we include below some of
the warnings or recommendations made by several regulatory and/or supervisory bodies.
>>

CNMV’s Press release: The ESMA warns about the risks of the so-called ICO (Initial Coin
Offerings) (8th of February, 2018).
- The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) has issued two statements on
Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs), including one on risks of ICOs for investors and one on the rules
applicable to firms involved in ICOs, such as:
· “ESMA is alerting investors of the high risk of losing all of their invested capital as ICOs are very risky and highly
speculative investments”.
· “The price of the coin or Token is typically extremely volatile and investors may not be able to redeem them for a
prolonged period.”

- Link to the full text:
https://www.cnmv.es/portal/verDoc.axd?t={d1d37c47-84fd-4a9b-8251-3186085e0c86}
>> Joint communiqué of the CNMV and the Bank of Spain on “cryptocurrencies” and “initial
coin offerings” (ICO) (8th of February, 2018).
- Cryptocurrencies are not backed by a central bank or other public authorities, although they
sometimes present themselves as an alternative to legal tender even though they have very
different characteristics.
- “The CNMV and the Bank of Spain warn that, until date, no “cyptocurrency” or ICO issuance
has been recorded, authorised or verified by a supervisory body in Spain. This implies that
there are no “cryptocurrencies” or “Tokens” issued in ICOs whose acquisition or ownership
in Spain can benefit from any of the guarantees or protections foreseen in the legislation
regarding banking or investment products”.
- ”This type of investment presents a high risk of losing or fraud”.
- ”Due to the way in which they are structured or to the place of residence of their issuers,
“Tokens” issued by an ICO or financial products referred to as “cryptocurrencies” may not be
subject to any regulation. Therefore, investors or buyers will not have the protection offered by
the Spanish legislation and, in general, by the European Union to regulated investments”.
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- ”Cryptocurrencies” lack intrinsic value, becoming highly speculative investments. Moreover,
their strong dependency on little consolidated technologies does not exclude the possibility
of operational problems or cyber threats that may lead to temporary and, in extreme cases,
total loss of the amounts invested”.
- ”Mostly, ICOs are associated to business projects in early development stages without a
consolidated business model or with uncertain cash flows. Those initiatives can have a high
probability of failure”.
- ”The lack of markets comparable to the organised securities market, subject to regulation,
can hinder the sale of “cryptocurrencies” or “Tokens” issued in ICOs to obtain conventional
cash”.
-Link to the full text:
https://www.bde.es/f/webbde/GAP/Secciones/SalaPrensa/NotasInformativas/18/presbe2018_07.pdf
>> CNMV´s considerations on “cryptocurrencies “and “ICOs” addressed to professionals of the
finance sector (8th of February, 2018)
- “The CNMV considers that most of the operations structured as ICOs should be treated as
issuance or negotiable securities public offerings”.
- ”For ICOs that, based on criteria as the ones that were just mentioned, may be considered
as marketable securities or financial instruments, we recall that the national or European
corresponding rules will be applicable, namely those included, related to or derived from the
MiFID II, the Prospectus directive, and the Directive on Alternative Investment Fund Managers”.
-Link to the full text:
https://www.cnmv.es/portal/verDoc.axd?t={9c76eef8-839a-4c19-937f-cfde6443e4bc}
>> Notwithstanding the above, we briefly mention below the criteria published by the CNMV
on Tokens and Initial Coin Offerings via the (i) “Questions and answers addressed at FinTech
companies on activities and services that may be related to the CNMV” in the updated
version of the 20th of September 2018 and; (ii) the CNMV ICOs Criteria - bear in mind that
the CNMV itself warns that these criteria may be subject to review -:
- Regarding Initial Coin Offerings, whenever the Tokens issued in it can be considered
marketable securities for the CNMV, the CNMV believes that:
· Regarding the intervention of authorised entities - that is, regarding the ICO, the EAFI as the entity authorised to
provide investment services-, referred to by article 35.3 of the Securities Market Act, it will apply “the minimum
degree of intervention by the entity authorised to provide those investment services in terms of trading”, “which
means that the said entity must do the general supervision of the process and must validate the information
delivered to the investors, which must be clear, impartial and not misleading and must refer to the features and
risks of the securities issued, as well as the legal and economic-financial situation of the issuer, in such a way that is
sufficiently detailed so that investors can make informed decisions”.
· Moreover, in principle it will not be necessary, “given that the issuer will be merely temporary, the intervention of
an authorised entity - that is, regarding the ICO, the EAFI as an authorised entity to provide investment services when actually placing the securities”.
· Moreover, in principle it will not be necessary either the intervention of an authorised entity - that is, regarding the
ICO, the EAFI as an authorised entity to provide investment services -to keep custody over those securities”..

- Regarding the representation and negotiation of Tokens: The CNMV believes that article 6.1
of the Securities Market Act “allows the interpretation that it is possible for certain securities
not to be represented by book entries or security titles” and that “therefore, we cannot
exclude the possibility of recording rights that may be considered as a marketable security
through DLT technology (blockchain)”.
Nevertheless, at the same time, the CNMV establishes that (i) “it does not seem possible to
market Tokens in Spanish regulated markets, MTF or OTF” given that articles 6.2 and 8.3 of
the Securities Market Act would force “Tokens to be represented by book entries” and “the
management of the record would be done by a central securities repository”.
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In turn, the CNMV did understand that if Tokens are traded in markets or platforms (Exchanges)
that are not located in Spain, the CNMV would not have “jurisdiction to demand that they are
represented by book entries” given that article 6.2 of the Securities Market Act only applies to
Spanish trade centres.
- As for whether there is a need to publish an information leaflet, the CNMV acknowledges
the possibility to make an Initial Coin Offering without publishing it as long as it abides by
article 35.2 of the Securities Market Act - as is the case of this ICO - and underlines the
need, then, to abide by the requirements leading from article 35.3 of the Securities Market
Act mentioned above regarding the minimum necessary intervention by an authorised entity
to provide investment services, the EAFI in the case of this ICO -.
- Link to the full text:
http://cnmv.es/docportal/Legislacion/FAQ/QAsFinTech.pdf
http://cnmv.es/DocPortal/Fintech/CriteriosICOs.pdf
>>

ESMA’s press release on ICOs and cryptoassets (9th of January, 2019).
- ESMA published on the 9th of January 2019 a recommendation on ICOs and cryptoassets
“to clarify the existing EU rules applicable to cryptoassets that qualify as financial instruments
“ differentiating between “cryptoassets that qualify as financial instruments under the
markets in financial instruments directive (MiFID II)” and “cryptoassets that do no qualify as
financial instruments”.
· Regarding those assets that qualify as financial instruments under MiFID, the ESMA believes, amongst other aspects,
the following:
“To have control over the private keys on behalf of their clients could equate to custody services, and so the existing
requirements according to the applicable regulation could be applicable to those entities that provide those services”,
and “there are areas that require technical changes of specific requirements to clarify their interpretation, as they are
not adapted to the distributed ledger technology”.
“ESMA believes it necessary to distinguish between distributed ledger technologies (DLT) with and without permissions.
In particular ESMA has identified governance problems of DLT without permission, which makes them less appropriate
for the processing of financial instruments”;
“There should be a mean that guarantees the protocol and Smart contracts that support the encryption activities,
so that they meet the minimum requirements for reliability and security”, having to include “the new threats of cyber
security, including the risk of hacks”.
Regarding the cryptoassets that do not qualify as financial instruments under MiFID II “ESMA warns about the
absence of applicable financial rules and the potential risks that this entails for investors. It says that at a minimum,
ESMA believes that Anti Money Laundering requirements should apply”.

- Link to the full text:
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma71-99-1084_advice_on_crypto_assets.pdf
By virtue of all the above, investors should be aware that at the time of issuing the Tokens, the legal
nature of the rights derived from them cannot be defined, nor can the rights of the Tokens offered
to investors after the ICO.
That is, investment in Tokens derived from the ICO to be made by Crypto Birds is subject to risk
that is inherent to the impact that any judicial ruling, legislative change or regulation, both national
or European, could take place after the publication of this Whitepaper, regarding Tokens or ICOs.
To conclude, Token investors of this ICO must be aware that any legal, administrative, judicial or
legislative changes could significantly damage the price, rights derived and ability to use the Tokens.
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Risk related to the obligation to withhold tax due to the noncompliance of information procedures

The procedure described in this Whitepaper for supplying information demandable by Spanish laws
and regulations is a summary. The Issuer and the EAFI do not accept responsibility for those. If the
current procedures in force are modified or completed by, amongst others, any Spanish legislation,
or any interpretation or ruling by the Spanish tax offices, the Issuer will notify the holders of the
Tokens of those information procedures and their implications, given that the Issuer could be
forced to withhold tax on the distribution of Tokens if the holders do not fulfil those information
procedures.

>>Token-related risks
Risk of non-usability of Tokens in the blockchain platform where they
are hosted due to problems with that platform

Tokens will be issued in a Blockchain platform that is external to Crypto Birds, so users’ ability to
access and transfer their Tokens will depend on the technical capabilities of that network. Crypto
Birds does not accept any responsibility if the blockchain platform was to have technical problems,
saturation or if it demands high fees for those transfers. Nevertheless, it will be attentive to the
situation and reserves the right to migrate to another platform that is more suitable for its Token if
it deems so necessary.

Risk of liquidity and/or lack of representation in the market

It may be possible that a negotiation market or exchange is not set up at the time of the Tokens’
issuance. If a negotiation market is not developed or kept up, the market price and liquidity of
the Tokens could be seriously affected. When a market develops, it may not have high liquidity.
Therefore, it is possible that investors may not be able to sell their Tokens at a specified time or at a
favourable price.

Risk of sudden change on the valuation of Tokens due to changes in
the market.

Investors’ Tokens will initially be set to a price in Euros. Once the Token is issued, it will be offered
in markets and exchanges at different exchange rates with the Euro, ether, bitcoin, and so on.
Despite that, once Tokens are available in the market, there could be high fluctuations in price due
to many reasons beyond the control of Crypto Birds Platform, including, but not limited to:
>>

Decrease in the valuation given to the platform’s main coin used for the Token, which could
have a knock-on effect on the Tokens issued.

>>

Bear trend in the market. The Token value could be affected by a pessimistic feeling in the
market, even if the company and the project meet their objectives.

>>

Any news or rumours that foresee changes in the blockchain sector.

Risk of sudden change on the valuation of Tokens after unblocking them
Tokens that, due to the higher risk when acquiring them, were issued with a larger discount will be
unblocked with time gradually, depending on the discount amount. Those unblocks could generate
a higher supply of Tokens available in the market, negatively affecting their valuation.

Risk that there may be unknown mistakes in the blockchain technology

Blockchain technology in which Token issuance is based, as well as most projects mentioned in the
Crypto Birds Platform, is new. Thus, and we warn of this, unknown errors could come up which may
endanger the technology’s integrity and/or capacity to use the Tokens hosted there.
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Risk of owners or third parties losing Tokens

There could be a series of circumstances that may lead to the total or partial loss of Tokens once
they are delivered to their owner and for which Crypto Birds has no control over, including but not
limited to:
>>

Holder’s error when providing Crypto Birds with an address where to send the Tokens, and so
they are sent to an address the holder has no access to.

>>

Loss of private key and/or seed and/or password and/or electronic device that gives the holder
access to his/her Tokens.

>>

Use of a hosting or custody service (including Exchange) by the owner that is not to be trusted,
or does not work properly, that is stolen or that is a fraud scheme in itself and does not return
the Tokens to the owner when reclaimed.

Risk of Crypto Birds losing Tokens or cryptocurrencies

There could be several circumstances that could lead to the total or partial loss of Tokens
and cryptocurrencies that were under the custody of Crypto Birds, either their own Tokens or
cryptocurrencies, or those hosted in the platform by a third party, including but not limited to:
>>

Undetected software errors in any of the pieces that make up the Crypto Birds’ platform, such
as websites or smart contracts hosted in the blockchain, that may lead to the loss of access
to Tokens, cryptocurrencies or information that would allow Crypto Birds to use them and/or
return them to their legitimate owners.

>>

Direct theft by a third party of the Tokens or cryptocurrencies hosted in the Crypto Birds’
platform.

>>

Unauthorised changes to the Crypto Birds’ platform by third parties.

>>

The use of a Tokens/cryptocurrencies hosting or custody service (including exchange) by Crypto
Birds that becomes non trustworthy, that does not operate properly, that is stolen or is in
itself a fraud scheme which does not return the Tokens/cryptocurrencies to Crypto Birds when
requested, even though Crypto Birds took all the reasonable steps to give its trust to the above
hosting or custody service for its Tokens and cryptocurrencies.

>>

Human error by Crypto Birds staff or its collaborators when manipulating, keeping in custody,
or transferring Tokens or cryptocurrencies.

>>

Error in the platform’s hardware that hosts Crypto Birds’ web services.
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BUSINESS PLAN
>>General questions
XCB is a limited emission Token, created because it aims to incentivise the
addition of value to the platform and with the aim for Token demand to
grow in line with the value provided by the XCB holders’ community. Thus,
incentive and value go hand in hand. The greater the value provided, the
greater the Token demand and the incentive to provide new value by that
same person or whoever collaborates.
Due to the fast pace in ICO market trends, our goal is to build a platform that will accept changes and
allows us to run tests as agile as possible, listening to our users’ recommendations.
Our main objective is to grow capturing quality users, who really use and nurture our platform, generating
Token demand in the market, by ICO companies and users themselves. To reach those objectives, several
tools will be used to promote the ownership and use of Tokens, such as:
The forecast platform, thanks to which ICOs will use our platform to carry out competitions and potential
investors on those ICO will get to know us thanks to those promotions. This will generate Token demand,
will create transparent promotion tools for ICOs that wish to stand out fairly, without altering users’
valuations, and will provide us with quality users who also generate Token demand and wish to own
Tokens, either by going to the market or external Exchanges, or by generating value in the platform and
obtaining reward points.
Active collaboration with specialised media and ICOs. Thanks to our platform they will have ICO scores in
their website in real time.
Special importance will be given to active promotion, attending meetups, collaborating with local
projects, making podcasts, interviews and other interesting promotion material that reaches our target
audience, whether they are users, investors, or the sector’s professionals.
Obviously, last but not least we will run an important traditional marketing campaign with a
communication plan developed by a specialised media agency and we will foster our visibility worldwide,
for experienced and inexperienced users.
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We will also develop training for novel users, a project that will have its own identity and will be called
Crypto Birds Academy, linked to our brand image and using our resources in order to gain demand,
becoming a revenue channel.

>>Outlook
Our mission is to position ourselves as the main ICO consultation platform. Thus, our priority will be to
give the platform all the features described herein as soon as possible, adapting to the changing market.
In a market that moved over $16 billion in 2018, a figure that will be surpassed in 2019, we see a huge
opportunity for a platform such as ours. Although our main objective is to be the first, we can make the
platform profitable with a small percentage of users and we can work to improve it gradually. Our final
goal is not just to be the number one platform for listing and scoring ICOS. We want to be the platform
that self-regulates ICOs’ bad practices, because it is a window that allows users to complain and give
visibility to all those unfair actions carried out by many ICOs, taking advantage of an early and active
market.
To have more detailed information on our business plan, refer to section “Roadmap”. All in all, our
business plan is to make everything presented herein true, to capture users, to create a platform that
quickly adapts to changes, constantly listening to our users, and to create a useful service for the industry,
generating demand for our Token, encouraging people to own the Token whilst adding value.

>>Outlook for users’ capturing, Token demand and
platform revenues
Crypto Birds has carried out several internal market simulations with
different variables and potential scenarios. Please find below 3 tables
summarising some of those simulations with the most important
information for investors.
Average scenario
Ecosystem
# ICO advertisers
Average ICO advertising price
Total Non-ICO adverts impressions available per month
# % Space consumed by non-ICO advertisers
Revenues per non-ICO adverts

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

72

170

377

525 €

871 €

1.917 €

505.800

2.356.560

12.612.600

55%

77%

100%

560 €

7.225 €

75.676 €

2€

4€

6€

No. single ips visiting per day

2.108

9.819

52.553

No. of user accounts

1.405

6.546

35.035

141

655

3.504

45.057 €

204.975 €

1.159.177 €

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Token price (1% inflation)

0,037 €

0,041 €

0,046 €

Tokens consumption monthly advertisers

164.274

795.112

2.517.887

7

13

15

Monthly consumption of forecast Tokens (approx. €30 each)

801.395

6.215.219

34.062.301

Total Tokens consumption per month

965.669

7.010.331

36.580.188

204.098.958

246.493.039

293.700.719

0,47%

2,84%

12,45%

CPM

No. of collaborating users
Total revenues

Token

No. of forecast per collaborator use per month

Tokens issued
% Tokens left out of market
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Optimistic scenario
Ecosystem
# ICO advertisers

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

98

273

418

600 €

1.400 €

2.000 €

1.074.600

7.987.680

32.833.440

86%

100%

100%

1.838 €

46.732 €

197.001 €

2€

4€

6€

No. single ips visiting per day

4.478

33.282

136.806

No. of user accounts

2.985

22.188

91.204

448

3.328

13.681

72.855 €

632.555 €

2.160.652 €

Average ICO advertising price
Total Non-ICO adverts impressions available per month
# % Space consumed by non-ICO advertisers
Revenues per non-ICO adverts
CPM

No. of collaborating users
Total revenues

Token

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Token price (1% inflation)

0,041 €

0,051 €

0,065 €

Tokens consumption monthly advertisers

267.852

1.736.384

3.301.281

7

13

15

2.291.601

25.442.296

95.147.609

2.559.454

27.178.680

98.448.890

204.098.958

246.493.039

293.700.719

1,25%

11,03%

33,52%

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

52

122

248

363 €

554 €

883 €

310.320

1.109.520

5.941.080

55%

77%

100%

344 €

3.402 €

35.646 €

No. of forecast per collaborator use per month
Monthly consumption of forecast Tokens (approx. €30 each)
Total Tokens consumption per month
Tokens issued
% Tokens left out of market

Conservative scenario
Ecosystem
# ICO advertisers
Average ICO advertising price
Total Non-ICO adverts impressions available per month
# % Space consumed by non-ICO advertisers
Revenues per non-ICO adverts
CPM
No. single ips visiting per day
No. of user accounts
No. of collaborating users
Total revenues

Token
Token price (1% inflation)
Tokens consumption monthly advertisers
No. of forecast per collaborator use per month
Monthly consumption of forecast Tokens (approx. €30 each)
Total Tokens consumption per month
Tokens issued
% Tokens left out of market
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2€

4€

6€

1.293

4.623

24.755

862

3.082

16.503

86

308

1.650

23.822 €

91.870 €

425.828 €

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

0,037 €

0,041 €

0,046 €

94.383

284.383

1.072.424

7

13

15

491.674

2.926.261

16.044.817

586.058

3.210.644

17.117.241

204.098.958

246.493.039

293.700.719

0,29%

1,30%

5,83%

>>Advantages over competitors
Our main advantage is transparency. For the first time, paying ICOs or company’s staff will not select
the ICO and decide on the focus of the information shown. It will be users who will decide how to show
the information, what strengths to pinpoint and what weaknesses to bear in mind. Our platform aims
to be the only one that gives visibility to the best ICOs, even if they had no money for marketing. Our
objective is also to report fraudulent ICOs, which spend large sums of money to create hype, concealing
bad practices.

Analysis of current direct competition

When designing the Crypto Birds Platform project, leading ICO listing websites were analysed.
Please find below their features::

ICODrops
Leader website on ICOs’ content listing. With personal interviews and forecast
on ambiguous ROI. It has profiles for advertised projects. Several ICO influencers
have partnered with it. Interesting whitelist section.
Our differentiation? All information is created and assessed by the ICODrops’
team, whereas our information is based on added collaboration, modified and
managed by users. There is no option to open a personal profile or to save
projects. It is not Tokenised, there are no forecasts for users.

ICO Bench
Another leading ICO projects’ listing website. It lists most things, without
considering the project’s quality. It is possible to confirm the team members
of a project (KYC-like). It has profiles for advertised projects. Users can open
personal accounts to save a maximum of 30 projects. A report can be sent to the
ICO Bench team alerting of scams. There is a rating system by ICO experts with
KYC.
Our differentiation? It does not have Tokens’ incentives or anything related to
forecasts. The team creates all information. No forecasts.

ICO Bazaar
Interesting ICOs listing website with the possibility of creating a personal profile
and being part of a list of blockchain professionals. Job board for ICOs. No
interaction with the community.
Our differentiation? No forecasts. It is not Tokenised. Users cannot provide
information. No forecasts.

ICO Holder
ICOs listing website with the possibility to check the team members in LinkedIn. It
collects ranking information from similar sites, such as ICO Bench and ICO Marks.
It also gathers opinion from influencers on specific projects.
Our differentiation? No social interaction or Tokenisation. Centralised
information. No forecasts.

After comparing what is out there we find a gap in three main aspects that we cover with our
project: community interaction, Tokenisation and forecasting.
Moreover, there are several projects that focus only in the sector of forecasting platforms that
compete with the forecasting section of Crypto Birds Platform:
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Decentralised platform where it is currently possible to make forecasts on
future ICOs’ funds raising, using their own Token and the project’s one to make
forecasts and receive rewards. It does not have databases on the different
projects. It only hosts the projects that pay for promotion services through the
forecasting tool.
Our differentiation? There is no community that interacts. It only offers projects
previously agreed by Wings, and so it does not offer a listing of ICOs.

Cindicator
Forecasting platform that uses a mobile app. Forecasters can make daily
forecasts, receiving incentives with the platform’s own Token. Their forecasts
are made through very specific questions on financial assets, macro indexes and
events that could significantly impact the market.
Our differentiation? It does not list ICOs. It works with ICOs sporadically. It
benefits by selling information on their forecasts to third parties.

Decentralised protocol and oracle for market prediction, incentivised with its
own Token.
Our differentiation? It does not collect information on ICOs. It is not focused on
ICOs or markets, as it is used for a wide array of forecasts.

Gnosis
Decentralised platform that builds several Tokenised forecast markets, all of
them incentivised with their own Token.
Our differentiation? It does not collect information on ICOs. Although it focuses
in markets more than Augur, it does not specialise on ICOs.

From this analysis we conclude that there are two issues: the ability to understand what the future
will bring (forecasting) is inherent to the community, as can be seen in the above platforms. On
the other hand, we cannot find a tool similar to Crypto Birds Platform, bringing together market
prediction and collaborative information on ICOs in order to empower investors.

Benchmarking table of competition

ICOLISTING
PERSONAL PROFILE
COLLABORATIVE
ENVIRONMENT
FORECAST
OWN TOKEN
GAMIFICATION
RATING
SECTIONS FOR ALERTS,
SCAM, PHISHING...
KYC REPORT
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ROADMAP
2016 MAY

The Telegram ICO Investors Spanish group is created
2017 APRIL

The Telegram Crypto Birds channel is created
2017 JUNE

First Crypto Birds podcast episode
(short news items, analysis, interviews, ICO selection and much more)
2017 JULY

Birth of the “Crypto Birds Platform” concept
2017 NOVEMBER

Technical design of “Crypto Birds Platform” starts
2018 JANUARY

Legal structure is created (Crypto Birds Platform, S.L.)

2018 FEBRUARY

First draft of the Whitepaper
2018 APRIL

Identity Rebranding
2018 MAY

Beginning of the MVP development (Demo)
2018 JUNE

Company’s website and ICO starts being developed

2018 Q3

Adaptation of Whitepaper to Spanish legislation
2018 NOVEMBER

MVP’s Beta closed (demo)
2019 JANUARY

Start of marketing actions
2019 FEBRUARY

Publication of company/ICO and MVP (Demo)
2019 Q1

Final version and publication of Whitepaper and Pre ICO
2019 Q2

ICO
2019 Q3

First internal tests of final platform
2019 Q4

Platform’s closed Beta phase

2020 Q1/Q2

Platform’s open Beta phase
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MVP

(MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT - DEMO)
Before reaching the ICO phase, we will show our demo or Minimum Viable Product (MVP) This demo has
been developed since December and will be the starting point of the platform’s look and feel.
The demo will show the future platform with full primary and secondary menus, but without functionality
for most of them, just for information purposes.
Available at https://demo.cryptobirds.com/
Forecasts will not be active, nor will data entering or the internal Token.
However, information and analysis of several ICOs entered by our team will be available so that the Demo
has a real use, despite its limitations. Any user will be able to browse the platform and understand its
potential and be informed of the latest ICOs.
Those who register in the demo will automatically have an account in the final platform. People will need
to register to participate in the ICO.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
>>Financial information for the last and only financial
year:
Crypto Birds was officially founded in January 2018, so it only has financial information for one financial
year. The financial statement can be seen below, and it follows the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), national accountancy rules and US GAAP:
[http://bit.ly/2OpG8oZ]20

>>Budget estimate:
The following information is a budget estimate if we reach the ICO’s hard cap. It could vary considerably
depending on multiple facts such as amount raised, variable market conditions, etc.

Budget allocation
CONCEPT

PERCENT

Development

36,50

Security audits

1,34

Marketing

29,86

Legal

2,73

Operating expenses

29,57

This information is based on our internal 3-year budget , which describes the use given to the capital
raised.
In “Development” we include the items devoted to internal staff costs and specific items devoted to
development. Opex includes all fixed and variable expenses of the company, including the listing of
exchanges, account audits, tax payments, etc.

>>Information on lawsuits that could have a significant
impact in Crypto Birds
At the time of publication of this Whitepaper, there are no pending legal or administrative procedures.
There is no claim against Crypto Birds.

20. Provisional balance 2018.
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AUDITS
Several audits will be performed by external companies.
There will be an audit on the smart contract that creates the Token and another on the Pre-ICO and ICO
smart contracts, testing all contracts based on all testnet scenarios. The full platform will also be audited
in due time, focusing specially on the entry/exit of Tokens’ section. “Red4Sec” a renowned company in
the blockchain ecosystem, which has audited full blockchain platforms such as NEO and NANO, will carry
out audits.
Moreover, the registration website and KYC for the ICO will be audited, which connects the investor with
the smart contract in order to avoid last-minute hacks.
Regular audits will be made to the company’s accounts.

LEGAL
Crypto Birds is a company officially created in Spain in January 2018 (although it has two previous years of
operation in the Hispanic community).
Cristina Carrascosa Cobos, expert blockchain lawyer with a long professional career represents Crypto
Birds as the legal and tax advisor. The whole financial process, the ICO, the Token issuance and creation
of the platform will be supervised by a team of lawyers from Pinsent Masons España, an international law
firm focused on new technologies.
Both the Pre-ICO and the ICO will be fully regulated as per the legislation in force in Spain and it will offer
legal guarantees to investors. To do so, all investors will have to register though a KYC system taken out
with an external company. The Token will be regulated as a security Token, aiming for the highest legal
security.
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TEAM, ADVISORS AND PARTNERS
>>Main team

Carlos Martín
CEO

Graduated in Industrial engineering and lecturer
Co-founder - Crypto Birds Platform S.L.
Security systems engineer - Thales
Engineering manager - Ferrovial Servicios
Lecturer in several university masters related to Blockchain
Teacher of technical and IT applications in European courses

Rafael Teva
COO

Blockchain consultant, IT manager and lecturer
Co-founder - Crypto Birds Platform S.L.
Private consultant - Bitcoin & Criptomonedas
Technical manager in RTLIT
Teacher of several technical courses for private companies
Programming teacher specialised in Montessori methodology

Luís Miguel Hernanz
CTO

Telecommunications engineer, MBA
Senior Staff Enterprise Architect
Business manager and global services provider - Hewlett Packard Enterprise
CTO global Helion Network - Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Joel Jabalera

PARTNERSHIP DIRECTOR
Partnership manager - Consultant
Co-founder - Crypto Birds Platform S.L.
Consultant- Banco Sabadell - Solvia.
CEO - Jabalera & Partners SL. . Consultancy.
Founder Royal Capital Partners SL. Consultancy
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Jonatan Lafuente

BLOCKCHAIN ESPECIALIST
Blockchain specialist - IT engineer
Co-founder - Crypto Birds Platform S.L.
Private consultant - Blockchain analyst, Tokens metrics
Systems administration - CampingsOnline S.L.

Alejandro Martín Parra
HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT

IT developer
Co-founder - Crypto Birds Platform S.L.
Smart contracts developer and auditor - Freelance
Web developer - Freelance
Web coordinator - CNM Producciones
Associate to research project - University of Malaga

Maica Martínez Viana
ICO CONTENT

Business administration and management
Executive PA - Federación deportiva Comunidad Valenciana
Executive assistant- Club de Golf Bétera
Manager assistant - Andujar Law Firm

Álvaro Martín

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
Business administration and management
Graduate in Dramatic Arts
Owner of tourist sector business - Freelance
Social media for several theatre companies
Actor in several plays
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>>Advisors

Jorge Ferrer

DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR
Liferay Inc - Engineering vice-president

Jorge Ferrer has a long professional career heading software development teams. He is currently
the engineering vice-president of Liferay, global leader in open-source software technology. He
also collaborates as advisor and mentor in several startups.

Lecturer in telecommunications engineering at the University Rey Juan Carlos
Chief developer in Germinus XXI

Luis Vaello

BLOCKCHAIN ADVISOR
Bitnovo - COO

Bitnovo is a Spanish company, separate from Crypto Birds that acts as a safe platform to enable
users to buy bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies, either directly or by purchasing redeemable
vouchers , making it possible to transform virtual coins into tangible money and vice versa. It was
created in 2015. Since then it has brought cryptocurrencies closer to the general public. Thanks to
his work, it is possible to buy Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies in most corners of Spain thanks to
his ATMs and prepaid cards available in many of the country’s shopping centres.
The work of Luis Vaello as head of operations in Bitnovo from the beginning of the company has
made him a strategic partner of paramount value due to his broad knowledge on cryptocurrencies
operations, international alliances and sector regulation.

Jose Luís Vega de Seoane
BUSINESS STRATEGY ADVISOR
Capaball - Cofounder & COO

Serial entrepreneur, he is currently the co-founder of Capaball, an edtech company in artificial
intelligence. He founded Upplication in 2013 and sold it to Fibonad group n 2017. He was
responsible for business management, funding (reaching €2 million private investment, with
investment from Telefonica), marketing, product and international expansion. He had over 40,000
customers in 76 countries.
Moreover, he set up companies such as Cofactory (sold to Livink) and participated in other such as
Vibuk, Maia VR.
He is mentor of Conector and strategy and international expansion consultant for ICEX.
He is a software engineer graduated at the UCM and has an GMP at the IESE Business School.

Cristina Carrascosa
LEGAL ADVISOR

Pinsent Manson - Of Counsel

Pinsent Masons is an international law firm renown for providing high-quality legal services based
on their deep understanding of the sectors and territories where their customers operate. Our
experience is acknowledged worldwide. Over the last few years, we have achieved level 1 rankings
in The Legal 500 UK guide, and we have been included amongst the most innovative lawyer firms in
Europe by the Financial Times. With over 1.500 lawyers operating from 24 locations in the whole of
the United Kingdom, Europe, Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa.

European Commission: Blockchain Policy and Framework Conditions Working Group.
Director of the master “Blockchain: Legal implications” at the IE Law School.
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Fernando Diaz Toledano
SECURITY ADVISOR

Founding member in Red4Sec

Red4Sec.is currently one of the leading worldwide companies in blockchain security. His auditing
work and his discovery of critical bugs in ICOs and high-capitalisation projects have turned
Red4Sec.into a benchmark in the sector.
Fernando Díaz is a founding member of Red4Sec.and one of its most public representatives. Crypto
Birds will aim to have the highest security standards in the sector and Red4Sec.will be key to
achieve it.

IT Security Consultant for City Of Zion – NEO Smart Economy

City of Zion (CoZ) is a global community of open source enthusiast with the shared goal of
helping NEO reach its maximum potential. CoZ mainly operates through the Slack and CoZ Github
communities, hubs where the community shares knowledge and contributes to projects.

Vicent Nos
ASESOR ICO

CEO / Co Founder at Lescovex Digital Assets

Decentralised platform for the creation and exchange of digital assets. Commodities
Cryptocurrency Smart contracts and Tokens.

Founder at Entropy Factory

Entropy Factory is a social and economic platform that manages natural resources, logistics, urban
areas, agricultural areas, credit, currency and market of those participating in the platform through
its own tools and technological innovation.

Sergio García Gómez
DESIGN ADVISOR

Director and Editor at BlockBrands

A concept that tries to dialogue and help brands, through good practices in communication,
branding and marketing. It began more than a year ago writing articles in which it tries to expose
the vision on the brands that must be built to become relevant and effective.

Cofounder and Branding Lead at FLOC*

* Free Leaders On Collective, is as it is, is a decentralized study of designers, illustrators,
architects, publicists and other professionals who have come together to build and develop
the innovative brands of the future. Its objective is to create differentiating projects that the
current society.

Jori Armbruster
ICO ADVISOR

Co-founder and creator of EthicHub.

EthicHub aims to disrupt the current system of financial loans by creating a global fair system for
collective loans, He managed a coffee bean farm in Mexico and was the CEO of a company with
over 880 employees. He has prior experience in operations, HR and M&A, just to name some.
Winner of several innovative impact prizes. Blockchain believer, decentralisation advocate.
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>>Legal advisor

Pinsent Masons España, S.L.P.
LEGAL ADVISOR

International legal services firm with offices in the UK, Europe, Middle East,
Africa and Asia.

>>Partners

Strategy and operations consulting

Cryptocurrency sales platform
through coupons and local businesses

Consultant in IT security, specialised
in Blockchain

Web and apps development, digital
marketing and SEO positioning

Spanish association of Tokens and ICOs

Trading platform to create and
exchange cryptoassets

Brand consultants and advisors
specialised in Blockchain

Expert Blockchain
communication agency

Ethichub is an international platform for
peer-to-peer crowdfunding

Training in Blockchain and cryptoassets

Decentralized collective of creatives
specialized in innovation and technology
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>>Crypto Birds’ employees
Currently and until the end of the ICO, Crypto Birds only has five partners, who are also investors,
working. Until the funding is obtained, no one is employed by Crypto Birds. Part of the team that carries
out the ICO from a legal, marketing and development perspective is outsourced.
We can estimate how many employees we will need the first year after the ICO and once the hard cap is
achieved. Four partners would become employees and we would aim to hire 4 other employees:

Total number of employees
8

Employees categories

Manager and sole administrator: 1 - CEO
Management: 2 - COO & CTO
Coordinators: 2 - Content manager, Head of development
Operations: 3 - Content, Development and Social Media

Potential geographical distribution of employees:
Madrid: 4 - CEO, COO, Content manager, Developer
San Francisco (USA): 1 - CTO
Seville: 1 - Head of development
Valencia: 1 - Content
Málaga: 1 - Social media
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CRYPTO BIRDS PLATFORM
IN THE MEDIA
(FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES)

>>Our own media and social media
International Telegram channel:
https://t.me/cryptobirdsofficial
International Telegram group:
https://t.me/CryptoBirdsGroup
Spanish Telegram channel:
https://t.me/CryptoBirds
Spanish Telegram group:
https://t.me/ICOSpanish
Spanish Crypto Birds Podcast:
https://www.ivoox.com/podcast-crypto-birds_sq_f1426286_1.html
English Crypto Birds Podcast:
http://www.ivoox.com/podcast-crypto-birds-international_sq_f147452
Facebook:
https://www.youtube.com/c/CryptoBirds
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/crypto-birds/
Medium:
https://medium.com/@cryptobirdsplatform
Steemit:
https://steemit.com/@cryptobirds
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/CryptoBirds

>>What they say about us

https://cincodias.elpais.
com/cincodias/2019/03/25/
legal/1553535734_066616.html

https://es.cointelegraph.com/news/
spain-crypto-birds-platform-sto-willbe-presented-in-madrid
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JURISDICTION RESTRICTIONS

It may be possible that the distribution of the information contained herein could be prohibited or
limited by law in some jurisdictions (“Restricted Jurisdiction”). Restricted jurisdiction is any jurisdiction
that, at the time of issuing this Whitepaper, has restricted rights for selling, issuing or using Tokens,
cryptocurrencies or cryptoassets (for clarification purposes, including but not limited to, countries such
as the United States of America and China). Therefore, access to said information is denied to those to
whom these restrictions apply (“Restricted People”).
We would like to inform that the information contained herein is not addressed, presented or distributed
to people who are residents or physically present in, including but not limited to, the USA (except by
virtue of Rule 144A of the Securities Act, in relation to “qualified institutional investors” (QIBs)) and China.
We deny access to the information herein to anyone to whom these restrictions apply, that is, Restricted
People. Investors have the obligation to be duly informed and to meet the corresponding restrictions.
Crypto Birds does not accept any liability for any non-compliance in this sense and reserves the right to
adopt necessary measures, including the cancellation of Tokens’ sale.
Crypto Birds has not registered, nor does it intend to register, its financial assets (or their guarantees, if
the case may be) as per US act on financial assets dated 1933, or as per any other US state law on financial
assets that could apply. It will not make a public offering of its financial assets in the USA. Crypto Birds
fulfils the regulation with regard to the registration of financial assets, by virtue of the above mentioned
US law of 1933 on financial assets, according to which they will be put for sale only to “qualified
institutional investors”, as per Rule 144A.
It is the responsibility of CB ICO’s investors to make sure that the purchase of Tokens fully abides by
the law as per the legislation in force in their jurisdiction. Accordingly, CB ICO’s investors are solely
responsible for obtaining any authorisations or licences that may be necessary to invest in the CB ICO
as per their jurisdiction. Moreover CB ICO’s investors are solely responsible for complying with any rules
or regulations that apply to the CB ICO investment in their jurisdiction (including, but not limited to: tax
regulation, anti money laundering and terrorism financing regulations, etc.). Crypto Birds is exempt from
adopting any additional measure to the ones already adopted according to the Spanish legislation in order
to guarantee regulation compliance by CB ICO’s investors coming from other jurisdictions.
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MONEY LAUNDERING AND TERRORIST
FINANCING PREVENTION
Crypto Birds is committed to complying with that foreseen in Law 10/2010. dated 28 of April, on
money laundering and terrorist financing (“Law 10/2010”), transposing to the Spanish legislation
Directive 2005/60/CE of the European Parliament and Council dated 26 October, regarding money
laundering and terrorist financing prevention (so-called Third directive), as well as that set forth in Royal
Decree 304/2014 dated 5 of May, which approves the Regulation of Law 10/2010, as well as with any
other regulation and/or rule implemented or created in agreement with the above, or that are to be
implemented, developed, modified, replaced, recreated or consolidated, as well as other applicable laws
on money laundering and terrorist financing prevention that may exist in any other applicable jurisdiction,
so long as they may be applicable.
Consequently, Crypto Birds state that as a company itself, nor to its knowledge, do any of its shareholders
(or legal representatives, employees or agents) have participated in any activity or have acted in such
a way that could be understood as constituting a violation or infringement of applicable legislation in
terms of money laundering and terrorist financing prevention. Moreover, Crypto Birds declares that it
will implement and maintain an identification system for its investors and/or users, requiring from them a
document that certifies their identity (including, but not limited to: national ID, passport, residence card,
etc.)

PERSONAL
DATA PROTECTION
In terms of its personal data protection activities involved in the ICO and also in terms of its operations,
Crypto Birds will comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016
(hereinafter “GDPR”) as well as with any other rule and/or regulation implemented or created as per that
rule, or that implements, develops, modifies, replaces, recreates or consolidates it, as well any other laws
applicable to personal data protection that may come to exist in any applicable jurisdiction, including,
when appropriate, guidelines and practice codes published by supervisory authorities.
To guarantee compliance with the GDPR, and with other applicable regulations, Crypto Birds has hired the
services of law firm Pinsent Masons España, S.L.P., experts in privacy and data protection, amongst other
topics.
On top of any applicable obligations, Crypto Birds will comply with the default privacy and design
privacy principles. Crypto Birds has established procedures to guarantee the right to information in data
collection by using the corresponding information clause when personal data is collected from investors
or users. Moreover, it is committed to signing with third parties who have access to personal data under
their responsibility data treatment contracts.
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cryptobirds.com

